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3,475,055 
THERMAL TUNNELING APPARATUS 

AND METHÜD 
Louis L. Snedden, Jacksonville, Fla., assignor to Mason 
& Hanger-Silas Mason Co., Inc., Jacksonville, Fla., a 
corporation of West Virginia 

Filed .lune 8, 1967, Ser. No. 644,536 
Int. Cl. E21c 37/16, 1/02 

U.S. Cl. 299-14 6 Claims 

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

The apparatus comprises a carriage movable forwardly 
toward a tunnel face and in reverse, the carriage being 
provided at its front area with a hollow shield which may 
be cooled, and forwardly thereof is an elongated carrier 
of a length preferably substantially equivalent to the di 
ameter of the bore to be produced, the carrier being 
mounted on the carriage for either rotation or oscillation. 
On the carrier are a plurality of longitudinally positioned 
groups of jet nozzles, the embodiment showing four jet 
nozzles in each group so that the carrier nozzles may act 
upon the entire surface of the bore by carrier oscillation 
of 180° or by complete rotation. The carrier is an elon 
gated hollow member mounted on a tubular shaft rotated 
by power means on the carriage, pipes being led through 
the shaft for supplying fuel and air (or oxygen) to the 
nozzles, together `with water for the hollow carrier, the 
arrangement being such that heat may be extracted from 
the hot gases at the flame `area to convert cooling water 
into steam for driving turbines, fans, compressors and 
pumps in the assembly. On the carrier each group of noz 
zles is shown in the embodiment as consisting of four 
nozzles to be swung angularly and connected to an ad 
justment member by which they as a group may be simul 
taneously swung angularly toward or from each other to 
permit either converging or diverging flame, the velocity 
of which can be varied to greatly increase energy density 
over the action-sum of the same number and capacity of 
nozzles not having such arrangement. A method of ther 
mal tunneling with the above machine is also disclosed. 

The invention will be described with reference to the 
accompanying drawings, in which: 
FIG. 1 is a view in side elevation showing the car 

riage and primary elements carried thereby in a tunnel 
partial bore, certain elements being broken away. 

FIG. 2 is a vertical Section through the fluid-flow mani 
fold, shown at the end of the tubular shaft of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 3 is an enlarged vertical section through the front 
end area of the apparatus. 
FIG. 4 is a fragmentary front elevation, partly broken 

away, on the line 4_4, FIG. 3. 
FIG. 5 is an enlarged fragmentary section on the line 

5_5, FIG. 3. 
FIG. 6 is an enlarged horizontal section through one 

of the nozzles and its mount. 
FIG. 7 is a front elevation taken generally on line 

7-7, FIG. 5 and looking in direction of the arrows. 
FIG. 8 is a fragmentary section taken on the line 88, 

FIG. 7. 
FIG. 9 is an enlarged vertical view partly in section, 

showing the elements of FIG. 5 turned 90°. 
FIG. 10 is a fragmentary elevation taken on the line 

10-10, FIG. 8. 
FIG. 11 is a vertical section taken o-n the line 11-11, 

FIG. 9. 
FIG. 12 is a detail view partly in section, showing three 

of one group of nozzles (one being eliminated by the 
section) adjusted in angular converging position to pro 
duce a single flame. 
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Referring to FIG. 1, a carriage frame is shown at 1 on 
which is mounted for rotation a tubular shaft 2 supported 
by bearing members 3. The carriage is supported on 
wheels 5, one carrying a drive pulley connected by belt 
6 to the driven pulley in a box 7 which box may con 
tain reduction gearing leading to the shaft of a motor 8 
mounted on the carriage frame. 

For rotation of the tubular shaft 2, a motor is shown 
at 9 having Vdrive connections 10 with the shaft tube, the 
drawing indicating a pulley and belt drive. 

Supported on the carriage by any suitable means is a 
. hollow shield 10 having a set of inlets, for example 11, 
for a cooling medium, and a set of outlets, for example 
12, for outflow. It will be seen that the tubular shaft 2 
runs through a sleeve at the center of shield 10 and pro 
gresses rearwardly to a point where it carries an elongated 
hollow bar-like carrier 14. Arranged longitudinally on 
carrier 14 are a plurality of groups of nozzles diagram 
matically indicated in FIG. 1 at 15, the form and arrange 
ment of which being hereinafter described. 
As shown in FIG. l the hollow carrier 1‘4 has at its 

ends scoop members 16, adapted to scoop up disintegrated 
rock and dirt in such manner that when either scoop 
reaches uppermost position, it will be inverted and drop 
its contents to an inclined trough 17 leading to a funnel 
18 which discharges into a conveyor tube 19. In practice 
the latter will be provided with means for conveying the 
rock particles and dirt forwardly of the carriage for re 
moval. In FIG. 1 simple means consisting of a motor 
driven fan assembly 20 in a box 21 is shown as serving 
said purpose. Also in the embodiment shown in FIG. l 
the hollow carrier 14 is provided with slanting guide plates 
22 for directly receiving the rock particles of dirt pre 
liminary to their continued movement into trough 17. 
The fluid-flow manifold forwardly of hollow shaft 2, 

FIG. 1, is, in the present embodiment, constructed of an 
apertured casing 23 fixed to shaft 2 and rotating therewith. 
Casing 23 is supported by split ring members 24 which are 
carried by a supporting strut 25 leading to an extension 
4X of standard 4 adjacent thereto. The rotary casing 23 is 
formed with a bore at 27 for receiving fuel from pipe 28 
via a circular passageway in the left 4hand member 24X, 
FIG. 2. The casing 23 also is formed with a passageway 
29 leading to an air pipe 30X and communicating with the 
right hand split ring member 24 of FIG. 2, and pipe 31 
leading to a supply of water, and located at the axial 
center of casing 23. This pipe 31 and the split rings re 
main stationary during the rotation of the hollow shaft 
2 and the casing 23, and they are sealed relatively to 
the casing member by suitable packing glands, as shown 
in FIG. 2. It will be understood that the stationary mount 
for the hollow shaft shown in FIG. 2 is merely illustrative 
of a general principle and in practice it may be varied in 
form. The fuel pipe rear area within rotary casing 2 is 
indicated at 32, FIG. 3. It communicates with a manifold 
supply pipe for the nozzle groups, shown at 32X, and ex 
tending Ifrom end to end of the hollow carrier 14. This 
manifold fuel supply pipe carries short branch pipes, each 
leading to one of the groups of nozzles. In FIG. 3 only 
two of the said short branch pipes are indicated, at 32XX. 
As shown more particularly in FIGS. 5 and 9, each branch 
pipe 32XX leads to a manifold block 33, from which four 
feed pipes 34 lead to the four nozzles of the appropriate 
group of nozzles. In the present embodiment, twenty 
groups of nozzles have been indicated in the drawings as 
mounted on hollow carrier 14, and thus there are twenty 
manifold blocks each feeding to four nozzles. 

Each nozzle N projects through its own curved cam 
slot in a toothed cam-disk 35, FIGS. 5, 7 and 8, the disk 
cam slots being indicated at 36. The cam disk is oscil 
lated lby any suitable means, a rack bar 37 being shown 
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as driven by power, or manually, via the gear 38 and its 
squared shaft 38X, which may lead to a handle for manual 
turning or to power means therefor. 
Each cam disk is mounted for rotation on a stub shaft 

indicated at 39 bolted on a member of plate assembly 40. 
A series of these plate assemblies will customarily be em 
ployed to close the rear face of the hollow carrier 14. 
Each nozzle is lformed with three passageways, two for 

air or oxygen, at 41, FIGS. 5 and 6, and one for fuel, at 
42. In the present embodiment each nozzle has a ball and 
socket connection with a member of the appropriate plate 
assembly 40 of carrier 14. 
For intake of fuel and air or oxygen each ball 43X 

carrying a nozzle, oscillates in a beveled face of a mem 
ber of the plate assembly and the beveled inner face of a 
socket head 43, FIG. 5, at the rear end of a pipe-connec 
tion 44 of a 4branch pipe 45 leading to the air-oxygen mani 
fold tube 46 for all of the groups of nozzles, FIG. 3 and 
FIG. 5. For fuel flow, each fuel feed pipe 34 discharges 
into a duct 47, FIG. 8, rearwardly of socket head 43 and 
the ball 43X is formed with a hole at 48, at its axis com 
municating with said duct, whereas the ball has through 
apertures leading to the air-oxygen passageways in the 
nozzle. 
For cooling the carrier 14 (and providing steam in 

desired cases), the water tube 28X which runs through 
tubular shaft 2 leads into water inlet manifold tube 48 
which extends along carrier 14 and connected to short 
branch pipes S0 leading -to the interior of the carrier. 
Water outlet pipe 48x is shown in FIG. 3 as leading into 
the interior of the hollow shaft 2. It may continue paral 
lel with the tubes therein to a suitable outlet in manifold 
casing 23. In FIG. 2 it may be considered as back of and 
hidden by tube 28x, and the dotted lines marked “drain” 
are merely shown to indicate an outlet and are inclined 
for purposes of illustration. When pipe 48X is led to casing 
23 an outlet through the casing will communicate with 
its end. Of course such outlet may of itself lead to a third 
fixed split ring, as at the right side of the split rings 24, 
and in accordance therewith, but with an outlet duct. 
Should the apparatus be operated in such manner as to 
convert the carrier water into a material volume of steam, 
the steam can be led outwardly by suitable means such as 
outlet pipe 28X, for discharge to a steam box, and the 
steam used to drive a turbine for a dynamo supplying 
power to the motors of the apparatus, and ̀ for lighting, 
or to augment the effect of the shield 10 in steam produc 
tion, it having the effect of a heat exchanger. 
Summarizing the apparatus, it comprises a mobile drill 

carriage of a size sufficient to carry the burners, the shield 
heat exchanger, a turbine, compressor, auxiliaries and a 
distribution system for consumable materials. The car 
riage is designed to have sufficient strength and reliability 
to endure many miles of tunnel construction and to resist 
back thrust from the burner jets and the torque from 
scooping up the “muck.” The carriage is self propelled and 
capable of moving forward or backward and adapted to 
the extent required for maneuvering and maintaining 
alignment. The Iforward section of the carriage includes 
the rotating radial carrier which supports and supplies the 
burner nozzles and the scoops for removing muck from 
the bottom of the heading, and dumping it into a conveyor 
at the center of the carriage. 
The “shield” section aft of the burners is a heat ex 

changer which extracts a large portion of the heat formed 
by combustion of the fuel oil, for conversion to power. 
The “shield,” which is rearwardly adjacent the said carrier, 
seals off the products of combustion and contains means 
through which the muck is discharged. The rear portion 
of the carriage contains the power and auxiliary power 
producing apparatus, and the means of feeding the muck 
to a conveyor for discharge to the spoil area at the ground 
surface. 
Some excess oxygen is desirable, for the combustion 

in the embodiment shown may require 3.54 lbs. oxygen 
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4 
per pound of oil and yields about 3 lbs. carbon dioxide and 
1.5 lbs. water and releases about 20,000 B.t.u. per pound 
of oil burned. It is in certain cases desirable to use oxygen 
rather than air for combustion to reduce mass ñow, except 
that compressing the air is more economical at presently 
indicated cost. In either instance, the heat produced is 
suitable for production of power and the product gases, 
after heat removal, are a suitable medium to convey the 
muck. While a pair of nozzles for a group may be em 
ployed, by employing four nozzles which can be adjusted 
as directed so that the discharges are caused to combine 
into a single jet, the velocity of the single jet will increase, 
to 1.414 times that of a single jet for each pair of jets for 
a 45° configuration. Thus the available momentum is 
increased and will remove a greater volume of particles 
from the difficult rocks. When all four nozzles are directed 
it is apparent that the velocity of the combined jets will 
be 2.818 times that of a single jet for a 45° configuration. 

It will be understood that various modifications may 
be made in the form and arrangement of the elements 
of the embodiment illustrated, without departure from the 
spirit of the invention. 
Having described my invention, what I claim and desire 

to secure by Letters Patent is as follows: 
1. A method of thermal tunneling through rock forma 

tions and the like, which consists of producing a plurality 
of flame jets from each of a plurality of groups of jet 
nozzles, each group having at least two adjacent jet 
nozzles, the groups being positioned in an elongated row 
on a carrier forwardly of a tunnel bore and toward its 
face, swinging the carrier laterally thereof on an axis inter 
mediate its ends and at least 180°, absorbing heat from 
the hot gases produced by the llame jets by a hollow shield 
interposed in the bore forwardly adjacent the carrier, the 
shield receiving water and acting as a heat exchanger for 
production of steam, repeatedly removing muck, pro 
gressively moving the carrier and shield rearwardly, and 
for meeting rock formations requiring increase in jet 
velocity and energy density adjusting the jet nozzles of 
each of a plurality of groups thereof angularly toward 
each other and thereby combining the flames from the 
nozzles of each of said adjusted groups into a single in 
tensive flame jet. 

2. In thermal tunneling apparatus, a movable support, 
a carrier mounted for rotational movement on said sup 
port, groups of jet nozzles on said carrier and comprising 
a plurality of jet nozzles in each group, means for feeding 
fuel and air-oxygen to each nozzle, and means for adjust 
ing angularity of nozzles in each group so that their dis 
charges may be combined in a single jet ñame or in 
separate jet llames, the carrier being an elongated hollow 
member provided with inlet means for a ñuid coolant and 
an outlet, a pivotal mount for the carrier, and means for 
swinging the carrier on said mount, the groups of jet 
nozzles being disposed in plurality at each side of the 
pivotal point of the carrier. 

3. A thermal tunneling apparatus constructed in ac 
cordance with claim 2, comprising ball and socket mount 
ings for the nozzles of a group of nozzles, said mountings 
projecting from a plate of the carrier, a cam disk pivoted 
on the plate and having apertures receiving the nozzles, 
camming wall at sides of said apertures, and means for 
rotating said cam disk. 

4. A thermal tunneling apparatus constructed in ac 
cordance with claim 2 in combination with a hollow shaft 
on which the hollow carrier is mounted, meansfor irn~ 
parting rotary movement to said shaft, fuel and air-oxygen 
flow-passages in said shaft and extending to the carrier, 
ducts extending along the carrier at opposite sides of the 
pivotal support provided by said shaft and connected to 
said flow passages, and means connecting said ducts to 
the jet nozzles. 

5. A thermal tunneling apparatus constructed in ac 
cordance with claim 2, in combination with power rotat 
ing means for the carrier and its hollow shaft and adapted 
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to impart at least a 180° movement thereto, a scoop 
carried by the carrier at an end thereof, inclined trough 
means adapted to take muck discharged by said scoop, 
and power conveyor means in communication with said 
trough means. 

6. A thermal tunneling apparatus, constructed in ac 
cordance with claim 2, in which the support is a wheeled 
carriage having a frame and spaced upright bearing mem 
bers thereon, a tubular shaft in said bearing members and 
serving as a mount for the jet nozzle carrier, driving means 
on the carriage and connected to the tubular shaft for 
imparting rotary movement thereto, a hollow shield for 
wardly of the carrier and adapted as a heat exchanger, 
means for leading water into the shield and for discharge 
of water and steam therefrom, fluid ducts adapted for 
fuel air and oxygen, running through the tubular shaft 
and connected to the jet nozzles on said carrier, water 
inflow means for the carrier and ñuid outlet means there~ 

15 

6 
for, scoop means on the carrier, trough means extended 
through the shield for receiving muck from the scoop 
means, and power conveyor means on the carriage in 
communication with said trough means for feeding the 
muck forwardly of the carriage. 
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